To Lead Figure

Mildred Ablott, Victoria, who will lead the members of the Bluestone Cotillion Club tomorrow night in a figure of Silhouettes. Her escort will be Travis DuPriest, of Crewe, pictured above.

Speaking For The Press

(Editors Note)—The following statements were received in reply to a questionnaire asking the candidates for major offices how they think their respective organizations can strengthen their prestige on campus and what they themselves would do toward that end (if elected).

Since self-government is one of the highest ideals of collegiate life, I would like to see it become more extensive on this campus. Students should be placed more and more in the hands of the students as they meet each crisis. Self-government should be more a matter of personal responsibility and less a matter of compulsion. In this way there would be a better understanding between members of the student council and the student body at large. I believe that the principle of student government should be acceptable to both faculty and student, and that government of the students, by the students, and for the students should be practiced in every sense of the word.

Eminent Scientist who wrote the news, and those that read it. I hope that, no matter who
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The Lyceum Presents Hedgerton Players

Election Of Major Officers Tuesday

Poll In Harrison Hall
Open From 8 To 6
All Urged To Vote

Since this election will determine who will possess than to be committed to a work which challenges her highest and best efforts. No one will put her best into that which she does. I believe with her whole heart. My aim for the coming year would be to up
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Travis DuPriest, of Crewe, pictured above.
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Barcelona Falls

Crises is Near

Superiority of Insurgent Arm Brings Victory; Democracies Stiffen

By Julia Ann Fitter

Barcelona, capital of Catalonia, received another significant blow to Franco's regime during the week, as the comic commentary in the European press predicts a front line movement. A new crisis may underlie the truce, but Franco has taken his first intrepid steps at the end of his territory.

The fall of Barcelona, climaxed an insurrection which began August 12, 1936. The government of General Franco, composed of three fourths of continental Spain, leaving the Loyalist in control of the southeastern portion of the peninsula with the old capital, Madrid, and two important ports, Valencia and Cartagena. Doubtless, the Loyalists eventually, probably specifically, will lose this territory, being hand-picked, as they have been throughout the beginning of the war, by the far superior and well-equipped equipment. What the aid the Loyalists have received from the other foreign nations has been entirely offset and overwhelmed by that, given the war, by Germany and Italy. From these two sources General Franco has had a ready supply of planes, tanks, guns, ammunition, and even troops. On the other hand the Loyalist situation has been made worse through the neutrality policy of the United States and the antiintervention scheme of Britain's life-line to the East, would give him in seclusion for more reasons than one, if he could be possible around here. But if the young man had a pair of especially good looking legs, I've never seen this phenomenon yet but I'm not yet started looking. And when the man finally does, and is it isn't a day to dress up in shorts. The prompter and taunts of outraged standards committee members, has cute ankles, and what kind of socks he wears (loud stripes preferred!). Furthermore, there is the health of the gentleman and the nonintervention scheme of the United States to say nothing about a "Who's Who in America". Two out of every thousand college students are affected with syphilis. Two-thirds of them are not. Students of Akron University have a new rating here. They've given their professors, their Southern colleagues, and the 'Bettys' have it this week, the following opinion forum this week with the question 'whether the next president should be a woman'..."
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MADISON SQUAD PREPARES FOR WESTHAMPTON GAME

New Plans Worked Out, Floor Technique and Shooting Emphasized

- Determined to get into shape for the coming season with Westhampton College in mid-November Monday, the Madison basketball team has been concentrating on team play and shooting for the past two weeks. Particular attention has been given to the three-seconds which have been worked out and seen to click rather smoothly in scrimmage. As a result, pasting and cutting of the ball, of which there was a decided lack in the spinyball game, is proving steadily and Alton Johnston, coach, stated that there is a notable improvement in the floor play of the forwards.

Pivoting, passing, shooting techniques and scrumming up the schedule generally followed in the daily practice periods held each afternoon. Captain Wimer, who plays guard on the team, is keeping record of the weight of each member of the team to his physical condition and also of the five per cent which the floor plays put in during the afternoon. It is uncertain exactly how many will make the trip to Westhampton, but Mrs. Johnston hopes to take two full teams. The squad will leave Monday morning, playing the game in addition to being quick in the forwards put in daily.

The Qualities Shop

$3.95  $5.95  $7.95

DRESSES

NICHOLAS BOOK STORE

W. C. A. BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

Plans are now in progress for the tournament, which will be held here. It is expected to end on February 14.

Six Volleyball Games Played

- With games scheduled every afternoon except Wednesday and Saturday, the volleyball tournament under the management of Blanche Laseby opens well under way. The tournament, which is of the round Robin variety, provides for 7 matches for each team. Most of the names have already engaged in 2 of the required matches. Six games have been played and there have been three defaults because of the absence of players caused by the taking on the annual pictures. This is the first volleyball tournament ever held here. It is expected to end on

February 4—Collium Club Dance

February 5—Y. W. C. A. Service, Harrison Hall.

February 7—Eloquing Major Of-

icers, Harrison Hall.

February 7—Among the possibilities of special writing arrangements, has been prepared by the help of every member of the club, and will enlarge the major activities of the group during the pre-

sponding months.

Along with the usual exhibit dancing, and swimming, two special features have been prepared. The first, a water walk, will be pre-

stratford players (Continued from Page One)

- A six and five practically grown

children, who, finding themselves in physical difficulty, turn to a reputedly

wealthy bachelor uncle. The uncle

sets a check and assures them of his willingness to help. He reveals

the fact that he has only three more years to live and promises to leave

his money intact to the one person who accomplished the most for him-

self or herself in the next three years.

Complications follow for the three girls and two boys with their various

interests. Before they realize it, eighteen months have passed and the

same comes again to see what prog-

ress has been made. At the same

time the heart strings of the year-

ner or even comes to visit with her not-

enough mother. The sincerity of the play does not come through the plot, but through the triangular hazard that envelops

Readin' and Writin'

- By Evelyn Beadle and Mary J. Wright. Have you been noticing how many packages, especially those boxes, have been arriving daily? With all the scheduled dances already on their toes (or years), probably students have suddenly acquired a potential Melody Mills. Having seen some of those hopeful Pandoras open their packages, we are about to give up hope because no matter how one dances creations are, there are a few

little numbers that will be hard to beat. Angle additional numbers, one or two a day, to sing them. We'll be seeing you.

The timely Standards Consultant, Fashion Show, has given us loads and loads of ideas on what the "real Outfitters" is wearing these days. And those party wash dresses the Home Economics Sophomore has finished really reminded us that "when winter comes—summer's far behind!"

We wish to suggest that some time when you are feeling very unhappy about the whole thing, you call on Mrs. Rudolph and Padgett as a cure—get a dose of their humor, per sonate the other day and we're still grinning. Try it. (Note: This is not a piano instrument.)

Here are two votes for bigger and better Professor Quest, especially when we can turn the tables for fun on the faculty for once. Congratulations to "Master Mind" Miner (Ellen to you). We really didn't know she was the Kafka Delta Phi type before.

A note "to whom it may concern" on a door in Senior Hall last week read: "I am waiting up for my 8 o'clock class, Miss Aiken and I wouldn't dare tell on her, but she's the most original Senior—you guess who! At least it's a change from the old "Don't disturb—studying" stuff.

If you haven't already passed out your Valentine, get it to us. We've got the February 7—Election Major Of-

icers, Harrison Hall.

February 8—Cotillion Club Dance,

Movie, Auditorium, 8 p.m.

February 6—Friends, Harrison Hall.

February 8—Hogback Players, Auditorium.

Midwinter Closing, 8:15 p.m.

Reservoir Rooms

For Your Dance

LOEWEN CAFE

Buy Your Associated Sen's College Tickets

At Picketts

A New "Hair-Do" Will De Wonders to Give You That "Extra-Special" Look

FOR MIDWINTERS IF YOU WANT THE TOPS COME TO

Gay Lynn Beauty Shop

For Topics in Food Cookery

Reservation

INN

AT MADISON INN

THE FINEST SELECTION

OF JEWELRY

John Taliaferro & Sons

McConnell Jewelry

(Continued From Page One)

The Stratford Players, recently organized group comprised of persons interested in writing for fun, will feature its initial exhibit in Recreation Gym, tonight at 7:30. The program, which consists of short stories, and excerpts from special writing arrangements, has been prepared by the help of every member of the club, and will enlarge the major activities of the group during the pre-

sponding months.

Along with the usual exhibit dancing, and swimming, two special features have been prepared. The first, a water walk, will be pre-
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39 E. Market St.